Lotus Festival Week 2019
2nd – 8th December at the YiXue Education Center in Nossen
with Grandmaster Wei Ling Yi

Dear Lotus Friends,
As in every year the Lotusfestival 2019 is the biggest event of the YiXue Culture, and this year we are
also celebrating Sifu's outstanding 30 years of teaching, his tirelessly, selfless and great support he
has given us over the years. And we are celebrating Sifu's 70th birthday according to the lunar
calendar. A very important birthday! Together with Sifu we will celebrate with a big party and all
Lotus students and Lotus friends wish him a healthy, happy and long life.

The highlights of the Festival week are Wei Ling Yi's energy transmissions at the Lotus Night from the
5th to the 6th of December and his direct personal energy transmission via the Lotus Hand (Guan
Ding) to the Bai Hui, the highest acupuncture point on the head on the 8th of December.

'Cheerful as the shining sun,
in harmony like the full moon,
united together heart to heart,
with everything and everybody‘
Wei Ling Yi
The Lotus Night on 05.12.19 involves a great shared meditation, ‘Sitting on the Lotus‘ to enter into
silence and emptiness. Through the high energy transfer, Wei Ling Yi helps us cleanse our bodies
down to the cell level, expand our consciousness and strengthen our soul light - a great heavenly gift
to deeply connect us with our cosmic origins and receive and strengthen our own Lotus.

The energy unconditionally given to us during the Lotus celebration can solve bottlenecks, difficulties
and obstacles, promote our virtue and compassion, and serve the well-being of all participants, the
happiness of all families, the preservation of the beauty of Mother Earth and the establishment of
peace in the World.

Friends of the YiXue, who practice at home and connect with Wei Ling Yi during the Lotus Night, are
also embedded in the nourishing energy flow.

Program of the Week
For joint preparation and complete absorbtion into the high energy field, attendance is advisable and
desired throughout the whole week from the 2nd to the 8th of December.

02.12. later than 16.00 h
20.00 h

- Arrival in the Center
- Beginning of the Festival
Introduction, organizational meeting
- Meditation “Sitting on the Lotus”

03.12 . to 06.12.

Wei Ling Yi: High spiritual teachings from the Great Lotus System
(Lian Hua Da Fa) and energy transmissions
In the evening: Sitting on the Lotus – Retreat into silence

05.12. - 22:30

Lotus Night: Great Meditation, ‚Sitting on the Lotus‘ with
Global energy transmission and reception of one‘s own Lotus.
Following: Inauguration of the new Lotus disciples (Lotus DiZi)

06.12 - 10:00

Lotus Assembly
All Lotus friends from home and abroad celebrate together with Wei
Ling Yi his 70th birthday at the Lotus Assembly and the Cultural
Evening and wish him a healthy, long and happy life.
Followed by a Lotus tea invitation by Wei Ling Yi in the afternoon- a
cozy and festive get-together in the tea house. After that, we
experience and see more of the art of calligraphy;
Calligraphy registration - On the occasion of the Lotus Festival Week
Wei Ling Yi draws ten personal calligraphies. There are only a few
left. If you would like to receive a calligraphy, please register with
Paula - MAIL p.seifert@yixue.de

7.12.

Special spiritual teaching of Wei Ling Yi in the Pu Lian Tang
only for initiated Lotus disciples (DiZi), instructions from the ‘FA‘ with
transfer of the Red Lotus sign on to the third eye, (donation basis),
in the evening Lotusfestival Cultural Evening

8.12. Guan Ding - Lotus Hand for all Lotus friends and family members
from 11:00 - 13:00 and 15:30 - 16:30 (donation basis)
20:45 Meditation Sitting on the Lotus, mantras and Lotus songs
MORE IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR PREPARING THE LOTUS FESTIVAL WEEK
Please bring along:

A

To cultivate our giving hearts, we invite each one of you to bring different fruits and winter
plants suitable to place outside at the Lian Hua Tai Altar, LED outdoor lights decorations
(please only solar or battery operated)

B

Furthermore, we ask you to bring along the following:
1. Candle (gold color), 15 cm high and at least 8 cm in diameter
2. Incense sticks
3. Candies, nuts, biscuits or dried fruits for the Lotus Festival
4. Potted flowers and cut flowers for decorations in the house and seminar room
5. White clothes for the Pu Lian Tang
6. A set of completely clean clothes (light) for the Lotus Festival. Lotus students wear white
and their DiZi shawls
7. Please bring your own seat cushion and blanket for the floor. For hygienic reasons, we ask
you not to use blankets and pillows from the bedrooms. We ask for your cooperation.
8. Adequate, warm clothes for morning practice outdoors!

C)

Acquired by the on-site organizing team (costs will be allocated to the seminar participants):
1. five different cereals for the altar.
2. for every participant a flower for the day of the Guan Ding (Lotus hand) to present to Sifu,
3. Materials for the ceremony on 08.12.19

It is desired that each participant and cultivating person does 1 hour of virtue work each day - e.g.
washing dishes, helping in the kitchen, cleaning common areas and toilets, babysitting, gardening,
etc.
STAYING OVERNIGHT IN THE HOUSE
For those staying in the YiXue Education Center, room priority will be given to persons attending the
entire Lotus Festival week. A written registration is required. Please note: Regardless of the length of
participation in the festival week, a contribution of Euro 300 will be charged. This also applies to
participants who only participate in the Lotus Night. It is desired that all Lotus friends, if possible,
take part in the entire week to prepare together for the Lotus Festival and to build up the Qi field.
The Lotus Hand of Wei Ling Yi on 08.12.2019 (Sa) is on donation basis.
An option will be made available for participants who only come to the Lotus Night, they will be
allowed to sleep in the seminar room. This option is only valid for the Lotus Night from 05 to
06/12/2019. Please bring mattress, bedding and towels. Fixed price: 20 €. This includes
accommodation, a light dinner on Saturday evening and breakfast on Sunday plus the special Qi field
in the seminar room. Also for this, registration is required, as the kitchen and the house have to
organize accommodation and food.

Contribution: for the entire Lotus Festival Week and / or Lotus Night: 300 Euro - You will find the
food and lodging information in the registration form, the Lotus Hand is on donation basis.
Registration / room reservation at the YiXue education center: We are almost fully booked, but it is
still worth asking Marianne Endriss by MAIL at: anmeldung@yixue.de or by phone on + 49-352424888-190.

FURTHER EVENTS IN DECEMBER IN NOSSEN:

08 - 10.12.2019 YiXue Gong De Meeting: Summary 2019 and a peek at next year

30.12.2019 - 01.01.2020 Longevity Seminar (Celebrating long life); Highlight on 31.12 is a joint
festive meal of Chinese delicacies with Wei Ling Yi. For the seminar, a flat rate of 149 € will be
charged. This includes the seminar fee, accommodation and meals.

NEW YEAR'S EVE WITH WEI LING YI WITH MEDITATION AND FIREWORKS
Quiet and cheerful, appriciating and at the same time exuberant, we celebrate together the end of
the year 2019 and the transition to the New Year 2020.

If you have any further questions, please contact:
East LRK: Joyce Mok, Tel: +49 176 21847490, E-mail: xuelian@yixue.de
South LRK: Susanne Ludwig, Tel: +49 171 4301231, E-mail: s.ludwig @ yixue.de
North LRK: Birgitt Kristen, Phone: +49 176 22391916, E-mail: b.kristen@yixue.de
South-West LRK: Christel Neumann, Phone: +49 177 1906271, E-mail: christel.neumann @ yahoo.de
West LRK: Paula Seifert, Phone: +49 157 56102053, E-mail: p.seifert@yixue.de and Regina Stolle, Tel:
06578 7319, E mail: reginastolle@gmx.de
With heartfelt Lotus greetings:
The organizing team of the 5 LRKs,
all ZLH / LH and members of the YiXue Education Center

YiXue Education Center non-profit limited liability company
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